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Social Perception (24246)

Year Introduced:
1967

PsychINFO Posting Notes:
24246

Scope Note:
Awareness of social phenomena, including attitudes or behaviors of persons or groups, especially as they relate to one's self.

Used For:
Interpersonal Perception

Broader Terms:
- Perception
- Social Behavior

Narrower Terms:
- Attribution
- Impression Formation
- Social Comparison

Attribution (19101)

Year Introduced:
1973

PsychINFO Posting Notes:
19101

Scope Note:
Perception of causes of behavior or events or of dispositional properties of an individual or group.

Impression Formation (2597)

Year Introduced:
1978

PsychINFO Posting Notes:
2597

Scope Note:
Process by which an individual transforms various perceptions and observations about another person or group into an overall impression or set of attitudes toward or about that person or group.

Social Comparison (3132)

Year Introduced:
1985

PsychINFO Posting Notes:
3132

Scope Note:
Subjective evaluation of personal characteristics (e.g., ability level, personality traits, accomplishments) of oneself or another person in relation to the perceived characteristics of others.
The SOC ABS Thesaurus will help you identify relevant concepts.
Sociological Abstracts is the go to source for theoretical papers and empirical research on prejudice, bias, and discrimination.
Abstract

Previous research in multi-ethnic societies has shown that people rank, or form hierarchies of, the ethnic groups on the basis of social distance. Based on self-report data from a community sample (N = 150 non-psychology students), this study examined (1) the correspondence of ratings & rankings of six ethnic target groups among various subgroups of participants (Swedish & immigrant men & women), & (2) the relationship of inclination to ethnic ranking with ethnic prejudice & social dominance orientation. In accord with our hypotheses, the results disclosed that (1) irrespective of gender & ethnic origin, the various subgroups of participants ranked & formed similar hierarchies of the six ethnic target groups, & (2) people’s inclination to ethnic ranking showed significant correlations with their ethnic prejudice as well as social dominance orientation. 2 Tables, 1 Appendix, 35 References. [Copyright 2005 John Wiley and Sons, Ltd ]

Details

Subject

- Ethnic Groups;
- Prejudice;
- Hierarchy;
- Social Distance

Classification

0410: group interactions, social group identity & intergroup relations (groups based on race & ethnicity, age, & sexual orientation)

Identifier / keyword

ethnic hierarchies, social dominance, orientation, ethnic prejudice, intergroup behaviour

Title

Ethnic Hierarchies, Ethnic Prejudice, and Social Dominance Orientation
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